
2010 XPD – CAIRNS 

 

Team Blackheart 
 
After a cold previous edition in the High Country in 2008, XPD Australia returned to the warmer climate of Far North 

Queensland. The race start was at Dunk Island, a popular resort village off Mission Beach south of Cairns, and after 

trekking, snorkeling, kayaking, rafting and mountain biking approximately 700km's, would finish in the centre of 

Cairns 6-10 days later. I was racing as part of Team Blackheart again with Kim Willocks, Rob Preston and Josh Street. 

We were the defending champions, but with a swag of competitive international teams including former world 

champions Orion from NZ, Merrell Alkali, McCain from South Africa as well as City Bike Depot from Australia, we 

knew we would not have it as easy as last time. 

 
DAY 1 

 

At lunchtime on Day 1 we started with a mad dash around the island trails, collecting checkpoints along the way. With 

some dodgy achilles in the team, we opted to relax in this section and let the others take off. We were in about 7
th
 place 

after the trail run when we all piled into the inflatable kayak 

to paddle around the island to a couple of locations for some 

snorkeling. Putting on our fins and snorkels, we swam to find 

some more checkpoints over some coral reefs. Leaving Dunk 

Island to head across to the mainland at Mission Beach, we 

left just behind the Team Merrell and watched as they steered 

their boat under the jetty and rubbed against the barnacle 

encrusted wooden pilings. Within seconds their boat was half 

deflated and they were forced to turn back to the resort for a 

replacement. Luckily race organisers had some spares and 

they were able to continue. The ocean was a bit choppy and it 

was a struggle with 4 people in the one boat to steer back 

across to the mainland. Orion had made a break and 

were out of sight, but all the other teams were within 

view in front of us, but seemed to be heading further 

north than we expected. Soon we spotted a fluorescent 

officials vest on the beach where we were aiming and 

headed in, with the other teams still headed well to the 

north. Unfortunately for us, one of the safety boats 

came flying past and landed on the beach with the 

officials, giving the position of the TA away to the other 

teams. They all quickly changed direction and 4 teams 

landed together. 

 

Orion made a break on the 100km mountain bike, while 

we ended up in a bunch ride for most of the way with 

City Bike Depot, McCain Adventure Addicts and NZ 

Alpine Epic. At the end of the bike was an enforced dark 

zone before we could start the rafting the next morning. 

We would make it in plenty of time for a good sleep so 

there was no real urgency and with a flat ride on sealed 

roads it was difficult to make a break anyway so we all 

settled in together. Much to our frustration, a couple of 

the teams insisted on riding the whole way at the back but 

still tried to challenge for pole position in the final sprint! 

Luckily, with Streety on our side, even riding the heavily 

laden donkey, we had no problem winning that one and 

our control card was under the noses of the officials first. Rob tried to use his new bunch riding sprinting skills but 

ended up spat out and on his back on the bitumen. After a relaxed transition and feed, we settled down to a 5 hour sleep 

under a picnic shelter with the other teams. 



 

DAY 2 

 

Up early, we left TA for the 10km walk to the Tully rafting restart. 2 teams would start every 5 minutes in order of 

finishing time the night before, so we would be starting with Orion at 6:30am. The Tully is one of Australia's best 

rafting rivers with numerous Grade 4 rapids surrounded by incredible scenery. Orion are stronger paddlers than us and 

we followed them down most of the river. Trying hard to keep up, our guide warned us to ease up or we'd exhaust 

ourselves – I don't think he realised this was probably the easiest stage we would be doing in this race! 

 

Now the race was finally on as we trekked up into the Misty Mountains and there would supposedly be no more 

restarts. With only a tourist trekking map for this section, we expected a well marked and groomed trail to follow. It 

started well, but soon deteriorated into an overgrown trail covered with wait-a-while vine and stinging plant. On 

missing one direction marker and spending time to find our way, we 

found ourselves caught up in the same group of teams as the previous 

night. The trail got progressively worse as the stinging plant seemed 

to be taking over the rainforest. This nasty little plant has big broad 

leaves which leave a poisonous barb in your skin when you brush 

passed it. It grows from knee to head height, so basically every 

exposed piece of flesh was soon subjected to it. The pain is then 

brought on by water, sweat, wind or any other sort of pressure. Orion 

had a lead of 20 minutes at the first CP, however they were having a 

hard time breaking the trail and coping with the stinging plant and 

our chasing bunch soon caught up. Most teams then took turns 

breaking trail to spread the joys of the Australian rainforest! 

(Although it was noted that the same team who sat at the back of the 

ride the previous night were hiding again at the back of the pack) It 

was definitely not a social walk as most were in a world of hurt, and there were constant screams and groans of agony 

along the congo line of competitors as we struck new patches of stinging plant or the pain from previous contacts flared 

up to unbearable levels. With only a sketch map and all other tracks out of bounds, we had no choice but to follow this 

route, going cross country was not an option. When we emerged from the Misty Mountains not long after sunset, 

finally free of the confines of the rainforest, the 6 or so leading teams managed to run into the TA at Ravenshoe 

together. 

 

The first aiders at transition were experienced locals and had 

a home grown remedy for stinging plant which consisted of 

soaking the affected area with hydrochloric acid to help 

dissolve the silicone stinging needles in the skin, followed 

by repeated waxing of the area to remove them. A couple of 

the worst affected competitors were treated first and the cries 

of agony emerging were enough for us to decide the cure 

may be worse, and to suck it up and get on with the next 

stage. As we completed our transition to the bike, the howls 

continued as more competitors sought treatment, worse than 

any noise I have heard before. We were thankful to get 

out first and have the road to ourselves for the 130km 

ride, which would be broken up with a short orienteering 

leg before arriving at mid camp for a compulsory 6 hour 

break. 

 

Day 3 

 

With Rob's navigational skills, and the donkey leading the way, we nailed both the cycle and orienteer and entered mid 

camp at Dimbulah just after sunrise with a 2 hour lead over Orion and the chasing bunch. The stinging plant injuries 

had worsened throughout the night and we had to finally succumb to the treatment while at mid camp. While painful 



for us guys, it provided a source of immense enjoyment for Kim as she watched us get dosed with acid and then have 

our hairy pelts ripped out. I was now sporting two racing stripes of hairless skin on the front of my legs from below the 

knee to the top of the thigh, as well as two elbows now devoid of any hair. I actually thought my legs looked quite good 

without the hair, but Josh was shocked at how skinny they are, now that he could actually see them! He was worried 

how I could ever carry a heavy pack and was desperately trying to convince me to give him some of my gear to carry. 

 

It was hard to sleep in the heat of the day at mid camp, so we were up earlier 

than planned and got to work packing for the next stage. Dimbulah was the 

scene of a mini gold rush and without any other transportation, the miners of 

the time used wheelbarrows to move all their gear. To follow in their 

footsteps, we were to use a wheelbarrow to transport all our gear 20km's to 

the put in point for a 70km kayak down the Walsh River. Strangely, none of 

the locals seemed to give us a second look when they drove passed, as we 

pushed our wheelbarrow down the road.  The race director Craig Bycroft 

warned competitors that these next couple of sections were the most 

inaccessible places we had ever raced, with no roads or manmade structures 

between transitions and the only means of evacuation being by helicopter. 

 

We got a couple of hours paddling in before sunset. This river was one of the highlights of the race and probably one of 

my favorite paddling stages of any adventure race, a very challenging and tiring paddle, which would take us about 24 

hours to complete. At times it was wide and deep, at others narrow, braided, rocky and overgrown, never giving you a 

rest. The majority of our time was spent out of the boats dragging them over logs, rocks, cliffs and trees, down rapids 

or over land when the river disappeared and we had to portage back to the main flow. Paddling at night was even more 

challenging, however this was 

compensated by the sightings (and 

contact) with hundreds of small 

freshwater crocodiles, their eyes 

glowing red in the darkness. They liked 

to sit in the rapids and we often 

surprised them as we floated past, 

however most time they simply 

disappeared under water when we came 

close. At about midnight we landed our 

boats near the first of 2 checkpoints, this 

one located at some old wheat yards. 

We struggled to find the CP so decided 

to return to our boats to re-orient and 

then attack it again. Unfortunately in the 

dark maze of swamps, inlets, beaches and overgrown tracks we could not find them! After an hour of searching we 

spotted Orion's lights as they landed and went about collecting the CP. We kept looking and another hour later ran into 

Orion. After asking how they were going, their frustrated reply was “good, except we can't find our fu*#king boats!”. 

“How embarrassing,” we replied, before admitting, “we can't find ours either”. Apparently they had landed next to us, 

found the CP and were now in the same situation as us, having spent the last hour bashing around looking for 2 big, 

bright yellow inflatable boats. Feeling a little better, 

we resumed the search together and eventually found 

them. Orion then kept paddling while we had to return 

to the bush to find the CP, along with McCain, Merrell 

and CBD who had by now arrived. We struggled to 

find the CP but manage to find it with Merrell and 

returned to the boats, no problems this time. We were 

a little frazzled, so opted for a 1 hour sleep with the 

crocs to recover. 

 

Day 4 

 

We were not too concerned with losing our lead and 

were now back in fifth place as the sun rose on the 

fourth day. The river was on “repeat” mode and we 

spent the rest of the day jumping in and out of boats 



and dragging them down rapids. There was one larger rapid which we threw ourselves into, with a couple of nice big 

drops and tight turns to wake us up. It was amazing what punishment those boats can take as we definitely did not hold 

back. At about 4pm, just when we were finally thinking enough is enough, we pulled into transition. We had overtaken 

City Bike Depot on the river, with Merrell still in TA when we arrived. Orion and McCain had left 2 hours earlier. We 

were immediately bombarded with questions from Louise about where we had been and what happened as apparently 

their website had been inundated with queries from race followers. We were a little hesitant to admit our embarrassing 

episode with the lost boats and cagily avoided the question – sorry about that! 

 

Filling up with food and putting on dry clothes, we crossed the 

river to start what we called the “mongrel, speargrass trek”. It was 

an approximately 60km trek across untracked, rugged country, 

following ridges and gullies across the outback Chillagoe Station. 

Only 1 checkpoint along the way meant there were almost 

unlimited route choices. There would be no stinging plant out here, 

but there was another bit of flora with teeth we would encounter – 

speargrass. This nasty bit of grass would break off like a splinter 

with a barbed point and burrow into shoes and clothes and then 

work its way into your skin, initially causing severe irritation, 

however when left untreated, it could become infected and would 

end the race for some competitors. A week after the race finish, I 

was still plucking splinters out. 

 

With Rob once again relishing the opportunity to do some real navigation we set off to chase down the teams in front, 

in what we considered the crux leg of the race. Sometime before midnight after 6 hours or so of off track trekking, we 

approached the one and only CP on this stage to find numerous headlights on the ridge beside us. Catching up with one 

of the teams, we found it was Orion, who had been looking for the CP for a while (although they reckon they'd had a 2 

hour sleep, but I don't trust those shifty kiwis). McCains were also within sight and were warily watching us and the 

kiwi's to see what we would do as they appeared lost. After working with Orion the night before to find our boats, we 

didn't mind working with them again to find this CP, but we then dragged McCain along also. After collecting the CP 

and dropping off the ridge, we walked with Orion for a while before splitting to go our separate ways for the remainder 

of the trek. We headed up a gully and bedded down in bivvy bags for a 2 hour sleep before sunrise. 

 

Day 5 

 

This trek was the other highlight of the race - tough, hot and unforgiving country, but we were rewarded with some 

amazing views from high on the ranges and some of the most amazing rock formations to traverse. Climbing across 

numerous ridges, with always another in sight, we made it across the highest and down to the river by the time the real 

heat of the day set in. We had been filling up with water at every opportunity, but were still dehydrated and spent some 

time to recover before beginning the walk out along the river. We cut the corners of the riverbank, constantly stopping 

to fill up at each river crossing. We had spotted some boot prints ahead of us so knew at least one team was in front, 

most likely Orion as we knew most other teams would struggle with this navigation. After hitting the road and the final 

river crossing we found the camera crews waiting for some choice photo's and commentary. We were informed that 

Orion was only minutes ahead of us. So after splitting in the early parts of the morning and taking entirely different 

routes, we arrive at Mt Mulligan 5 minutes apart! The next 

team would not arrive for about 8 hours. 

 

The photographers closed in further in transition hoping for 

some gory photos of our feet, but we had to disappoint them 

as we had managed to look after them sufficiently, with mine 

still blister free. Kim did provide them with some 

entertainment as an infected bite on her leg was lanced and 

dressed. She'd had it since before the race and had been on 

antibiotics the whole time, but it had still turned into a 

swollen, pussy, infected mess. With Orion in no rush to leave 

TA, we left first on the next 130km mountainbike. 

 

We managed to turn a simple bike ride into an epic off track, 

bush whacking adventure. About halfway through the ride, our intended route disappeared and we searched for hours in 

the darkness to find it. Eventually Orion arrived and confirmed the same thing, so we both opted to bash in different 



locations until we found the next road. Unbeknown to us, we had both trimmed the map too much and cut off another 

route further south which would have easily led us around. I think every other team took this option, but their loss - 

they missed some sweet, cross country, single track riding. We stopped for another 2 hour sleep before sunrise, waking 

with the knowledge we had once again given the lead up to Orion. 

 

Day 6 

 

Hitting some sealed roads again for the stretch into the next TA, we formed up behind the donkey and powered into a 

strong headwind. Approaching an intersection, we saw another team cycling towards us and turning in behind us. We 

thought another team had caught up, but some quick glances behind confirmed it was Orion again. Slowing to chat, we 

found they'd made a nav error and lost a fair bit of time. Back together again – unbelievable! We took off for the TA at 

Lake Tinaroo and started kayaking first, while they stopped at a bakery to refuel. 

 

Luckily we did this paddle in daylight, at night it could have been 

quite confusing. Orion made some time on us in the boats and we 

were in the final TA together. After 6 days of racing it would 

come down to the final 60km trek to Cairns. We chugged down 

every last bit of food we had in our gear tubs, with Josh putting 

on a show for the cameras of sculling a can of beans, chased with 

a bottle of coke. It's a pretty impressive feat to watch, but is more 

interesting 10 minutes down the trail when he inevitably 

explodes! Desperate to never waste any food, he keeps it all down 

with some amazing stomach control and belches which must 

make all the horny koalas within 10km's take notice. I can 

confirm that he did leave some beans behind though, as I found 

some surprises when I finished the coke bottle after him. 

 

After an initial climb into the mountains, we struggled with the trail 

which was not following the map and spent some time searching for 

tracks. Orion caught up and passed us. Slowly finding our way 

through following a combination of different coloured tape and 

reflective arrows, we were further confused with the map and 

wasted hours trying to find our way. Almost out of options, we saw 

some headlights approaching from behind and thought once again 

another team from the chasing bunch had caught us. To our surprise 

it was Orion, who were struggling also with the confusing map and 

had lost time trying to bush bash. This was amazing, it seemed like 

no-one wanted to lead this race! We thought we 

were in a bad condition, but the sight of Brent from 

Orion, carrying no pack, having handed the map 

over to a team mate and with an empty can of red 

bull stuffed down his butt crack, showed that even 

the strongest can break! After a group hug, followed 

by some more bashing around, we were left with the 

only option left being a vague, overgrown trail 

heading 180 degrees in the wrong direction. We 

were once again now behind Orion. 

 

It was a case of putting the map away and just blindly following this trail as it did not resemble the map and we just got 

frustrated trying to make sense of it. Stopping for a brief kip on the leach infested trail, we now contemplated the fact 

we may not catch Orion again. Stopping to fill up water at a creek, we heard a now familiar voice calling – it was Orion 

again. They had set up camp nearby as some team members had severely infected wounds and injuries and could no 

longer continue. Their race was unfortunately over. 



Day 7 

 

The trail soon opened up and we regained our bearings 

and started the big climb after sunrise. The next CP was 

located on a lookout on a cluster of massive boulders. 

Using a sketch map provided in the race handbook, we 

navigated to the correct lookout, located on the edge of 

one of the boulders, high on the hilltop, which afforded 

awesome views of the country we had just traversed. 

Unfortunately, we could not find a checkpoint in the 

vicinity and after confirming we were on the correct 

lookout as marked in the handbook, decided it must not 

have been placed out yet, misplaced, or as it was in a 

public place, it may have been stolen. This often 

happens in races and we have spent numerous hours 

looking for missing or misplaced CP's. Unknown to us, 

there had been a course correction the morning of race 

start, which moved the location of this CP to the next lookout, about 50m away. Oblivious to this, we took off on the 

final major obstacle before the finish line – a 5km cross country bash through the rainforest. 

 

With Rob once again navigating us brilliantly through the thickest, darkest, nastiest pieces of rainforest, pushing 

through numerous more stinging plants, attacked by leaches and ticks, we emerged onto the road below less than 5 

hours later, utterly exhausted. Rob admitted he was getting worried we would turn feral on him as we seemed to be 

going around in circles. In reality, I think he did such a good job that no other team covered this ground in anywhere 

close to this time. 

 

After a brief diversion into the cascades swimming hole on the town outskirts for another CP, it was all main roads for 

the next few hours into Cairns central. We knew we were safely in first place, but wanted to get it over so ran the 

remaining few km's into town. Just before 9pm, on the seventh day, we arrived at the Cairns Rydges Resort to finish the 

race in first place. We were the only team to finish in 7 days, with the second placed team McCain Adventure Addicts 

from South Africa coming in the next morning. Merrell Alkali finished in third and City Bike Depot, the next Aussie 

team, not far behind. 

 

This was our fourth XPD and by far the longest and most difficult, so we were pretty satisfied to not only finish but to 

win amongst such a strong field. The race for the lead we had with Orion was one of the highlights for us and we were 

disappointed for them when they were forced to withdraw so close to the finish. It was great to have so many 

international teams come all the way over to race and shows promise that the Adventure Racing World Championships 

to be held in Tasmania next year will be a ripper. 

 

 

 

 



 

POST RACE NOTE: We were penalised 3 hours for not finding CP24 at the lookout, but due to our lead we still 

maintained our first position. We admitted we made an error and we should have had the course corrections and 

accepted whatever penalty race organizers handed down. We had told race management immediately on completion 

that we had not found the CP and at no times tried to conceal it. In fact, we still believed the CP was not there until 

informed at the race presentation of our penalty.  

 

Special thanks to our sponsors. 


